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Abstract. The emotions are generally measured by analyzing either
head movement patterns or eyelid movements or face expressions or all
the lasts together. Concerning emotion recognition visual sensing of face
expressions is helpful but generally not always sufficient. Therefore, one
needs additional information that can be collected in a non-intrusive
manner in order to increase the robustness. We find acoustic information to be appropriate, provided the human generates some vocal signals
by speaking, shouting, crying, etc. In this paper, appropriate visual and
acoustic features of the driver are identified based on the experimental
analysis. For visual and acoustic features, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) technique is used for dimensionality reduction and Hausdorff
distance is used for emotion classification. The performance is evaluated
by using the Vera am Mittag (VAM) emotional recognition database.
We propose a decision level fusion technique, to fuse the combination
of visual sensing of face expressions and pattern recognition from voice.
The result of the proposed approach is evaluated over the VAM database
with various conditions.
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Introduction

In the past years, research related to emotion recognition has been done in psychology and physiology. Here physiological characteristics of the person such as
heart rate, brain activity, pupil size, skin conductance and production of stress
hormones, and pulse rate are measured and interpreted for inferring the person
state or emotion. These characteristics are measured in intrusive way by involving measurement systems such as the Electroencephalogram (EEG) which monitors brain activities [1, 2], the Electrocardiogram (ECG) which measures heart
rate variation, the Electrooculogram (EOG) which monitors eye movement, the
skin potential level measurement techniques, etc [3–5]. These systems need the
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person’s cooperation as the electrodes are attached directly to the person’s body.
So non-intrusive techniques are introduced. These non-intrusive techniques uses
cameras or sensors which are place before the person to measure the head, eye
lid movements and face expressions etc. To measure these characteristics, several
techniques are available in the literature.
Usually a monitoring system takes the sensor’s input sample from the person,
extracts features and compares them with the template of the existing emotions
to find the best match. This match explains how well the extracted features from
the sample match a given template. There has also been a similar increase in use
of multimodal techniques to overcome the difficulties of single modal system and
for performance improvement [6]. Several real world applications require higher
performance than just one single measure to improve road safety. In multimodal
techniques, the data collected from different sensors are integrated at different
levels are explained in Section. 3. One of the important benefits in multimodal
is if one input is highly noisy, then the other input might be helpful to make an
overall reliable decision. Most recently, the study concerning the recognizing the
emotional state of the person from the visual and acoustic information of the
human has been introduced.
In this work also, we considered visual and acoustic information of the person.
The visual features (such as global features) and acoustic features (such as pitch,
zero crossing rate (ZCR), short time energy (STE) and Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC) [7–9] are selected based on the experimental validation
performed) are extracted based on our emotion recognition application.
Each person has many number of emotions. Here emotions like Happy, Anger,
Sad, Disgust and Neutral are considered. The Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) is used for visual and acoustic feature reduction [10]. The emotions from
the visual and acoustic features are classified separately based on the Hausdorff
classifier is explained briefly in Section. 2. The emotion for visual information
and emotion from acoustic information are recognized separately. Then we fused
these two decisions/emotions based on the weighted majority voting rule in decision fusion explained briefly in Section. 4. We recognize the final emotion such as
sad, angry, happy, disgust and neutral. The Vera Am Mittag (VAM) emotional
database is used to evaluate the performance of the decision level fusing using
Hausdorff classifier.
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Hausdorff distance classifier

The Hausdorff Classifier is a non-linear operator, which measures the mismatch
of the two sets [11]. The Hausdorff classifier measures the extent to which each
point of a ’model’ set lies near some point of an ’sample’ set and vice versa.
Unlike most vector comparison methods, the Hausdorff classifier is not based
on finding corresponding mode and speech points. Thus, it is more tolerant of
perturbations in the location of points because it measures proximity rather
than exact superposition [12, 13]. However, the Hausdorff distance is extremely
sensitive to outliers.
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The distance between two points a and b is defined as shown in Equation (1).
d(a, b) = ||a − b||

(1)

Here, we not only compute the distance between the point a in the finite
point set A and the same value b in the finite point set B = b1 , ..., bNb , but also
compute the distances between the at and its two neighbor values bt−1 and bt+1
in the finite point set B, respectively, and then minimize these three distances
as shown in in Equation (2) [11].
d(a, B) = min d(a, b) = min ||a − b||
b∈B

b∈B

(2)

The directed Hausdorff metric h(A,B) between the two finite point set A =
a1 , ...., aNa and B = b1 , ...., bNb is defined in Equation (3),(4) :
h(A, B) = max d(a, B) = max min d(a, b)
a∈A


h(A, B) =

3

a∈A b∈B


max min ||a − b||

(3)



a∈A

b∈B

(4)

Multimodal Fusion

Generally Fusions are of different levels, they are sensor fusion or data fusion,
feature fusion, decision fusion. For emotion recognition of the person, we use
multimodal system using both visual and acoustic sensors means camera and
microphone respectively. In Data fusion, raw data from the multiple sensors are
fused to generate the new data from which features are extracted. In visual
information, different features are extracted and acoustic information different
features are extracted [6]. This is the major limitation which, the fusion at sensor
level is not possible in our work. Data fusion is possible only for same types of
sensors (either two cameras or two microphone data).
Feature fusion means fusion after feature extraction. In this level we are
integrating the feature vectors (extracted from the input sample) from multiple
biometric sensors. If two different samples are of the same types (two samples of
the same face), then it is possible to combine and create a new and more reliable
feature vector from the two vectors. However, if the samples are of different types
(face and voice data), the feature vectors can be concatenated into a new and
more detailed feature vector.
Fusion at feature level is difficult in practice because of the following reasons
[6]: (i) the feature sets of multiple modalities may be incompatible (e.g., eigencoefficients of face and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) of voice); (ii)
the relationship between the feature vectors of different biometric sensors may
not be known; and (iii) concatenating two feature vectors may result in a feature
vector with very large dimensionality leading to the ‘curse of dimensionality’
problem [14].
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Decision level Fusion

For decision level fusion, we can use either multiple samples for the same of
type of sensors or multiple sample from different types of sensors. Here multiple
sensor information namely visual and acoustic are processed independently and
their decisions are fused. Fig. 1 shows the fusion at decision level.

Fig. 1. Schematic description of fusion at decision level

In multimodal verification system, ”AND” and ”OR” rule is a simplest
method to combine the decision output of different multimodal subsystems. The
output of ”AND” rule is the match when the both subsystems input samples
matches with the train data template. By using ”AND”, the False Acceptance
Rate (FAR) is lower than the FAR of individual subsystem [6]. The output of
”OR” rule is the match of which one of the subsystem input sample matches
the train data template. By using ”OR”, the False Reject Rate (FRR) is greater
than the FRR of individual subsystem [6]. But this ”OR” rule is not possible
in emotion recognition applications. Because if the two subsystems has different
emotions, if we apply ”OR” rule, we can’t decide which emotion is the final
output. And another problem with this ”AND” and ”OR” rule is, in real world
scenario, acoustic information is present in bursts based on the emotion of the
person, where as visual information is present throughout the processing. Because of this limitation, we have not considered ”AND” and ”OR” rule for human
emotion recognition.
The most common and simplest rule derived from the sum rule for decision
level fusion is majority voting rule. In multimodal verification system, input
samples are assigned to the subsystems and identifies the majority of the subsystems agrees the match or not. If the input samples are R, then atleast k are
identified as matched then final output of the decision level is ”match”. k is
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shown in Equation (5). Atleast k matchers should agree that identity.
R
2 + 1 if R is even
k = { R+1
otherwise.
2

(5)

The major drawback in majority voting is all the subsystems are treated or
weighted equally. In our emotion recognition, majority of the emotion obtain to
either from acoustic subsystem or visual subsystem is the final output. But in
real cases, it is not correct. Visual is more reliable than acoustic. To overcome
this limitation weighted majority voting rule is used in this work.
In weighted majority voting rule, the weights wk are assigned based on the
reliability (during training process) and k is the number of times the subsystem
is matched.
sj,k = {

1 if output of the j th mathcer is in class wk
0 otherwise.

(6)

The discriminant function for class wk computed using weighted voting is
shown in Equation (7).
gk =

R
X

wj sj,k

(7)

j=1

Where wj is the weight assigned to the j th matcher.
Emotions can be classified into different classes like anger, happiness, disgust
or sadness. Neutral emotion means no expression/emotion is present. In this
work, we classify different expression based on distance from the neutral as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Illustration of fusion based emotion classification
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To validate the performance, the probability for each of the emotions was
calculated for the audio and visual features separately and by applying weighted
majority voting to get the final result as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Performance comparison of different visual-acoustic feature fusion at decision
level

In order to evaluate the recognition algorithm with fused features, we have
used the Vera am Mittag (VAM) emotional database. Performance comparison
of different visual-acoustic feature fusion at decision level for emotion recognition
application is shown in Fig. 3.
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VAM German emotional speech Database

The Vera Am Mittag (VAM) is the audio visual emotional database consists of
12 hours of audio-visual recordings of the German TV talk show named as Vera
am Mittag (in English ”Vera at noon”), segmented into broadcasts, dialogue
acts and utterances. The title of the database is taken from this TV show title.
Because there is a reasonable amount of speech from the same speakers available
in each session of the TV show [15]. The Sat.1 german tv channel broadcasted
these recorded shows between December 2004 to February 2005. Speakers are at
the age of 16 to 69 years at the time of recording.
VAM database has 3 different parts. They are VAM-Video database, VAMAudio database and VAM-Faces Database as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. VAM-Video database contains 1421 videos of the 104 speakers. VAMFaces database is extracted from the VAM-video by taking each frame as one
still image. This database classified different emotions as anger (A), happiness
(H), fear (F), disgust (D), sadness(Sa), surprise (Su) and neutral (N). VAMFaces database contains 1867 images by 20 speakers.
VAM-Audio database contains 1018 emotional utterances by 47 speakers [15].
It mainly contains the complete sentences but sometime also incomplete sentences. Some examples of the dialogue in this database are
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Fig. 4. Sample images in Vera am Mittag (VAM)-Faces database [15]

Fig. 5. Sample speech in Vera am Mittag (VAM)-Audio database [15]

– Melanie: ”She said, she would leave him to me, and she would even help
me.” serious
– Kristin: ”Melanie, I do know very well what I told you on the boat!” angry
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) graphs are useful for analyzing
the classifier performance. The ROC curve is a plot of the True Positive Fraction
(TPF) versus the False Positive Fraction (FPF). It compares the two operating
characteristics (TPF, FPF). So ROC is also called as Relative Operating Characteristic curve. These TPF and FPF are calculated by using True Positive (TP),
True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) as shown in
Equation (8),(9). Sensitivity is the true positive fraction, expressed as a percentage. Specificity is the true negative fraction, expressed as a percentage.
In Fig. 6 is the example roc curve, Shadow area (ROC space) gives the better
classification [16].
TPF =

TP
TP + FN

(8)

FPF =

FP
FP + TN

(9)

TP + TN
(10)
TP + FN + FP + TN
Fig. 7 demonstrates the recognition performance of LDA based Hausdorff distance classifier on the Vera am Mittag (VAM) audio visual emotional database
AU C =
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Fig. 6. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [16]

in which their ROC curves of False Positive Fraction (FPF) and True Positive
Fraction (TPF) are shown. VAM Database has emotions like anger (A), happiness (H), disgust (D), sadness(Sa), and neutral (N). In the ordinary data format,
each line represents one classifier case and each line has two numbers. In that the
first number is either truly negative ”0” or truly positive ”1” [17]. The second
number represents the output level with each case. In our emotion recognition
algorithm, we analyze the hausdorff classifier performance by considering the
different emotions in the VAM database. For this case, I used 5-point rating
scale; the categories would have the following meaning:
–
–
–
–
–

1
2
3
4
5

-

Definitely negative
Probably negative
Possibly negative
Possibly positive
Definitely positive

Each case has a rating from 1 to 5. If the first number in the case ”1”, a rating
of 3 or greater than 3 is considered positive or correct. Remaining are treated
as negative or wrong. If the first number is ”0” then rating is in reverse order.
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Conclusion

Multimodal emotion recognition system will be useful to understand the state
and emotion of a person. In this work, we came to know that the acoustic information together with the visual information significantly increases the recognition rate. However, in real world scenario acoustic information is available only
in burst. A good amount of stress is made in locking the audio burst and in
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Fig. 7. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for emotion recognition

correlating the information at decision level with visual information. Also in this
work, we gave weightage to features that predominantly have a role in emotion
and omitted other minor features which may have role in recognizing the emotion
in order to increase the performance in real time. In this work, we emphasized
on performing the evaluation over different databases to check the robustness of
the algorithms and to see the scalability of the algorithms.
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